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Abstract

With the advent of the era of network information, the amount of data in network
information is getting larger and larger, and the classification of data becomes
particularly important. Current semi-supervised multi-map classification methods
cannot quickly and accurately perform automatic classification and calculation of
information. Therefore, this paper proposes an MR-MGSSL algorithm and applies it to
the classification of semi-supervised multi-graph. By determining the basic idea and
calculation framework of MR-MGSSL algorithm, the mining of optimal feature subsets
in multi-graphs and the multi-graph vectorization performance time are taken as
examples, and the proposed algorithm is compared with other semi-supervised
multi-graph classification methods. The performance evaluation results show that
compared with other classification calculation methods, MR-MGSSL algorithm has
the advantages of low sensitivity to feature subgraph and short vectorization time.
The method is used to extract and detect clouds in remote sensing images (GF-1
and GF-2).

Keywords: Sensors network, MR-MGSSL algorithm, Semi-supervised multi-graph,
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1 Introduction
With the rapid development of network information technology, the resulting network

text and image information and other resources are increasing, although the number

of such information resources is huge, that whose category attribute has been identi-

fied are only a small part, their dimensions are relatively high, and more training sam-

ples are needed to get an ideal classification calculation method [1]. Therefore, how to

quickly and accurately classify the information resources is very important. Semi-

supervised learning is used to obtain the learner with good performance, so as to

realize the automatic classification of large-scale images. It not only can make up for

the shortcomings of traditional information search, but also can classify information

according to the similarity, so that information search becomes more simple and con-

venient [2].
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At present, the methods based on semi-supervised multi-graph classification include

mainly the decision tree method and Bayesian method [3]. These methods have high ef-

ficiency for the detection of text and image information resources but require the sam-

ple information to be detected and be marked according to its characteristics, and the

unmarked information cannot be detected [4]. Some unsupervised multi-graph classifi-

cation methods such as clustering can avoid the lack of decision tree method and

Bayesian at information detection, but the detection rate is low and cannot be widely

used in the classification of supervised multi-graphs. In addition, Wang Jing proposed a

traffic classification method based on semi-supervised learning, which is based on the

characteristic similarity of information resource to determine the mapping between

clusters and traffic types through a small part of the labeled data in the clustering

process, so as to realize the classification of information resources. This method not

only reduces the requirement of the labeled data in the process of detection, but also

ensures the accuracy of detection [5].

In this paper, a new MGSSL algorithm based on scoring function is proposed to solve

the problem of semi-supervised small-scale multi-graph classification. In addition to

solving the problem of semi-supervised large-scale multi-graph, on the basis of MGSSL

algorithm and combined with MapReduce, we propose an MGSSL algorithm, which

not only has high detection precision, but also can make up for the lack of other classi-

fication detection methods. It has far-reaching significance to the detection of largely

existing text information and image resources. At the end of this article, the method

was used to extract and detect clouds in remote sensing image (GF-1 and GF-2).

The specific contributions of this paper include:

(1) An MR-MGSSL algorithm is proposed and applied to the classification of semi-

supervised multi-graph.

(2) The basic idea and calculation framework of MR-MGSSL algorithm are proposed.

(3) By mining the optimal feature subsets in multiple graphs and taking the execution

time of multi-graph vectorization as an example, the algorithm is compared with

other semi-supervised multi-graph classification methods.

(4) This method uses the semi-supervised calculation method to extract and detect re-

mote sensing images.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work,

followed by the algorithm framework in Section 3. MR-MGSSL algorithm is discussed

in Section 4. Section 5 shows the experiment, and Section 6 concludes the paper with a

summary and future research directions.

2 Related work
2.1 Text classification algorithm based on semi-supervised learning

The text classification of semi-supervised learning refers to that the content of the text

information is known, and it could automatically classify the text according to its char-

acteristic similarity and the specified classification label. For the text that is not cali-

brated by the data label, it is mapped to the category which is calibrated by the data

label according to its similarity, and mathematically, the process is text mapping. A
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single text that has been determined can be associated with one or more texts accord-

ing to its similarity [6]. Generally, the text classification of semi-supervised learning is

realized by two parts, namely, training and classification process. The training process

is based on the classifications that have been manually classified to construct the corre-

sponding classifier by using a certain classification algorithm. The main task of the clas-

sification process is to classify the unclassified samples according to the classification

calculation method and the classifier constructed after the training.

The text classification is widely used in the classification of semi-supervised multi-

graphs [7]. It can not only reduce the detection range of the sample but also has a high

detection accuracy, but there are still some deficiencies. The general semi-supervised

multi-graph classification algorithm only focuses on the text information that is cali-

brated by the data label, and the attention to the unlabeled text is not high [8]. Al-

though it can be correlated with its feature similarity to improve the accuracy of text

classification calculation, often, to mark text is generally manually completed, and the

cost is relatively high [9].

Image recognition is the use of computers to process, analyze, and comprehend im-

ages to identify various patterns of objects and objects [10]. It focuses on the study of

the classification and description of various images. The purpose of image recognition

is to allow the computer to automatically process the corresponding image information

without the need for natural human intervention to accomplish the tasks of image rec-

ognition and classification [11]. The basic task of image recognition is to analyze and

process the original input image so that one or more objects of interest in the image

may be extracted [12].

In life, people will inadvertently complete the process of image recognition, but let-

ting computers implement automatic image recognition has been a difficult problem

for a long time in the past [13]. The main difficulties are as follows: First, the algorithm

itself is not mature enough to complete the task of identifying complex images. In some

classical image recognition frameworks, there are many steps including image pre-

processing, target detection and segmentation, feature extraction, and classifier design

[14]. Second, the limitations of the program operating environment mainly refer to

some restrictions on computer hardware [15]. In recent years, digital image processing

technology has continued to develop, and pattern recognition theory has been continu-

ously introduced. The computer’s CPU speed and memory capacity have also increased

by several orders of magnitude, and the above two issues have gradually eased [16].

Image processing and recognition technology, with its extensive application research

needs, will surely gain more attention from domestic and foreign scholars in the near

future [17].

Since the twenty-first century, image processing and recognition have been applied

more and more in social networks, medical equipment, geographic information sys-

tems, information security, office automation systems, industrial automation, traffic

control, postal systems, satellite photo transmission, and analysis [18]. In recent years,

the computer technology, image processing technology, artificial intelligence, pattern

recognition theory, etc. have become increasingly mature, and the image processing

and recognition technology has been rapidly developed [19]. People are increasingly

aware that image processing and recognition technologies have become inseparable

from our daily lives [20].
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2.2 Improved semi-supervised learning algorithm

There are some shortcomings in the existing classification methods for semi-supervised

learning. The main improved methods of semi-supervised learning are as follows:

(1) Dynamic clustering method: The dynamic clustering method is a process of marking

a small part of the text as a training sample, and then taking them as a clustering

center, through similar relevance to gather other text information. Through a small

part of mixed text with and without the labels to build learning files, build text

learning calculation classifier, further to finish text classification [21].

(2) Multi-graph collaborative training method: The multi-graph collaborative training

method is a kind of online video semi-supervised classification method based on

multi-graph collaborative training. The specific process is to first select the repre-

sentative two features of the text and the sight on the view, and then take the view

feature vector as a network video classifier, thus building a classification calculation

model. In order to obtain the classification prediction results, each view is propa-

gated by linear domain propagation method. Use the co-training strategy to select

unlabeled text between different views to update the classification calculator at any

time, with a relatively high classification accuracy [22].

(3) Traffic classification: traffic classification method is through the use of a small

amount of tag data to support the clustering process to determine the mapping

relationship between the cluster and traffic type, and ultimately to achieve the

traffic classification of the application layer [23]. The traffic classification method

can excavate the unknown area, and its coverage is extensive, which can make up

for the shortcomings of other methods to the semi-supervised classification in the

case of no label and improve the accuracy of the classification detection, and the

requirement to the label of the data feature is relatively low [24].

(4) Integrated direct push method [25]: The process of direct push integration

method is first to form several stochastic subspaces within the internal of

information resources, and then distinct semi-supervised space based on the

subspace, and construct a neighborhood graph and train a classifier for each

discriminant subspace, finally, to fuse these classifiers through vote [26]. Some

experimental studies show that the integrated direct push method not only is

more accurate, but also has more accurate selection of parameters and can

better classify the information resources. In addition, it has an intuitive mul-

tiple map building strategy and could be coupled with other algorithms based

on semi-supervised multi-graphs [27].

3 Algorithm framework
MR-MGSSL is a multi-graph classification algorithm for centralized tagged and un-

labeled among the semi-supervised multi-graph classification algorithms [28]. The basic

idea is to select some characteristic subgraphs from some of the multi-graph datasets.

According to the characteristic of subgraphs, the multi-graphs are expressed through

vectors and then classify the models by the existing semi-supervised learning methods.

And it is summarized as two multi-map feature subgraph measurement model with

label and without label [29].
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3.1 Characteristic subgraph measurement

First, the establishment of the characteristic subgraph selection model is as follows:

According to the existing multi-map dataset NF = {NF1, NF2…, NFn}, map set Fy = {

F|F ∈NFi,NFi ∈Ny|}, subgraph collection of FyYF = {yf|yf ⊆ F, F ∈ Fy|}, and Feature sub-

graph R = {r1, …, rn} ⊆ YF. The optimal feature subset is one of the most valuable fea-

ture subgraphs. The feature subgraph selection model is as follows:

RY ¼ arg maxY Rð Þ; s:t: Rj j ¼ n ð1Þ

The value of feature subgraph R is evaluated through Y(R). The larger the number of

Y(R), the higher the value of feature subgraph. In addition, feature subgraph should sat-

isfy, respectively, must-link, cannot-link, and separation characteristics of the collection

layer and map layer [30].

The value of feature subgraph R, Y(R) is generally defined as [31]:
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In which, B = ∑xixj = − 11, C = ∑xixj = 11.

Through the value definition of feature subgraph, the problem of solving feature sub-

graph is transformed into solving the problem of n optimal feature subgraphs, and the

auxiliary matrix is constructed as follows [32]:

UNy = [uij
Ny]|Ny| × |Ny|, UEy = [uij

Ey]|Ey| × |Ey|. uij
Ny and uij

Ey are defined as follows:
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Y Rð Þ ¼ Y Rð ÞNy þ Y Rð ÞEy
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It could be obtained after resolving [33]:
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In which, CNy is a diagonal matrix consisting of diagonal elements of cNyii ¼ PjNyj
j¼1u

Ny
ij .

In MNy = CNy −UNy, rNyE ¼ ½rNy1E ;rNy2E ;……; rNEjNY jE �s indicates whether a multi-graph

contains multiple sub-maps. When the weight is 1, the answer is yes. So [34]:
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It could be obtained by combining the above formula:

Y Reað Þ ¼ Y Rð ÞNy þ Y Rð ÞEy ¼
Xn
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Thus, the value of a single characteristic subgraph can be expressed as:

Y Etð Þ ¼ rEtð ÞSMrEt ð9Þ

So:

Y Rð Þ ¼
Xn

t¼1

Y Etð Þ ð10Þ

R Yð Þ ¼ arg max
Xn

t¼1

Y Etð Þ ð11Þ

3.2 Characteristic subgraph selection algorithm: MGSSL algorithm

MGSSC is a general method in the feature subgraph selection algorithm. The main cal-

culation process is to select the feature subgraphs with weight 1 and weight 0 in the in-

formation resource, and then use this as the vector starting node, and conduct the
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depth search in the information resource until the search is complete. In this paper,

MGSSL algorithm is described in detail [35]:

MGSSL algorithm is to select the optimal feature subset R based on MGSSC algo-

rithm, and then transform multi-map in the training dataset NY into a vector, and fi-

nally according to the traditional semi-supervised classification calculation method

finish classification calculation [36].

The main calculation steps of MGSSL include input part and output part, as follows:

1. Input part: Train the multi-graph information set Ny, and then the obtained multi-

graph dataset S is tested to finally obtain the support degree threshold r and the

optimal characteristic subgraph number n of the multi-frequency occurrence sub-

graph [37].

2. Output part: The output part is mainly to test any one of the multi-map class tags

contained in the multi-map dataset, mainly divided into the training phase and test

phase.

(a) Training stage: First select the optimal feature subgraph R =MGSSC(Ny, γ, n),

and then represent multi-graph data in Ny with vector X, and finally get the

classification model F.

(b) Test phase: The test phase is to transform the multi-map in S into the vector

Xt, and then according to the model F to predict class label of Xt, and finally

predict all the class labels.

The data processing flow chart is shown in Fig. 1.

4 MR-MGSSL algorithm
MGSSL algorithm usually conducts classification by centralized processing, and it can-

not directly calculate when dealing with semi-supervised large-scale multi-graph classi-

fication. In view of the emergence of such shortcomings, MR-MGSSL algorithm

combining the MapReduce framework and MGSSL is proposed to conduct semi-

supervised large-scale multi-map classification.

4.1 MR-MGSSL semi-supervised large-scale multi-graph classification algorithm

In the semi-supervised large-scale multi-map classification, MR −MGSSL is generally

divided into three steps shown below (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 Flow chart of data processing
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4.2 Training data vectorization

The existing MGSSL algorithms cannot be directly applied to the semi-supervised

multi-graph classification. We must first select the feature subgraphs, and transform

the multi-graph data into eigenvectors, and then use the MGSSL algorithms to find the

rules from the transformed eigenvectors. Construct subgraph model to conduct predic-

tion of the calculation.

On the basis of the MR-MGSSL algorithm, an algorithm is proposed in the paper to

select the optimal feature subset.

At present, the selection of feature subsets is determined by the single record of the

scoring function. Therefore, in determining the semi-supervised multi-graph classifica-

tion problem, we need to first determine the scores of the single frequent subgraph and

then select N optimal characteristic subgraphs with the largest score.

In general, during the selection process of the feature subset, it first needs to select a

subgraph appearing in multi-frequency and calculate its value, and the calculation of the

score rei needs to first understand the matrix MNy, MEy, rNy, and rEy. In a text message,

MNy and MEy of the multi-frequency subgraph rei is the same, so it is only necessary to

compute the subgraphs included in the Ny and Et sum. And then calculate the value of

each feature subgraph according to the formula Y ðreiÞ ¼ rsNyLNyrNy þ rsEtLEtrEt . Finally, by

calculating the partial optimal characteristic subgraphs, the value of the characteristic sub-

graph of all the text information is calculated and expressed by the vector.

Pre-calculate the matrix of MNy and MEy and the value of the multi-frequency charac-

teristic subgraph.

4.2.1 Pre-calculation method

Calculate the matrix of MNy and MNy, id of text information and the list Bag − list and

Gra − list of Et. The multi-graph is represented by the function record of the graph se-

lection stage. In the multi-graph with labels, when the class label in the graph is posi-

tive, it is expressed as input < 1 ⋅ 1 > and < 4, |graph| > (2~3line): if the output is

negative, it is expressed as output < 2 ⋅ 1 > and < 5, |graph| > (4~5line). The unlabeled

multi-graph is expressed as output < 3 ⋅ 1 > and < 6, |graph| > (6line). The role of keys 1

to 8 is to produce a synergistic effect on the calculation of |Ny+|, |Ny‐|, |Nyv|, |Et+|,

|Et‐|, |Etv|, Bag − list, and Gra − list. And then, according to the above calculated key

Fig. 2 Steps of classification calculation method MR-MGSSL
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value to calculate |Ny+|, |Ny‐|, |Nyv|, |Et+|, |Et‐|, |Etv|, Bag − list, and Gra − list in line

12 to 14. Finally, in the calculation of these key values, MNy andMEy is calculated.

Use MR-MGSSL algorithm to pre-calculate.

MR-MGSSL algorithm:

In the prediction method, it is necessary to obtain the multi-graph and the super

multi-map first, and then determine whether the frequency of the multi-frequency sub-

graph has been calculated. If it is calculated, it is output directly according to the calcu-

lation step; otherwise, it needs to be judged again until the output is calculated. Finally,

the calculated frequency is compared with its threshold, and the multi-graph and super

multi-graph of multi-frequency subgraph are output.
The selection of the optimal feature subgraph and the value calculation: the charac-

teristic subgraph refers to the multi-frequency subgraph that occurred with the highest

frequency in the text information, and the selection of multi-frequency feature sub-

map first needs to calculate the frequency of the subgraph that occurred in the text in-

formation and then according to the frequency, determine the multi-map and super
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multi-map of multi-frequency subgraph. In general, the text information is divided into

pieces, and then its frequency in the multi-frequency subgraph has been determined;

when determined, output, if not sure, needs to re-calculate the frequency subgraph,

until it is determined and then output. Finally, the frequency of all the text information

is obtained according to the known output frequency of each block, and then the opti-

mal feature subset existing in the whole text information is determined according to

the comparison with the maximum and minimum thresholds.

In general, the selection of the optimal feature subgraph mainly uses the MR-MGSSL

algorithm.

MR -MGSSL algorithm

The method of solving the optimal feature subgraphs is usually with a small see big.

The basic idea is to output the multi-frequency subgraphs of each part first, and then
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obtain the characteristic subgraphs of the partial frequency subgraphs, and finally ob-

tain the optimal characteristic subgraph of the whole text information. The specific cal-

culation method is as follows.

Input: information of optimal characteristic subgraph
H ¼ listðu;NðuÞ;NRE1uÞ;Ny ¼ fNE1;…;NENYg and Ey = {E1,…, ENY}
Output: Optimal characteristic subgraph H and NE, Feature vector set U based on H.
1. U = φ
2. WhenNE1 ∈ NGy, continue
3. Zero dimensional vector of H is represented with θ
4. uh ∈ H

1, continue
5. WhenNE1∈YNE1uh , continue
6. Set 1 as the weight of θ
7. U = U ∪ {θ};

Map vectorization generally through the following steps to test.

Input: test multi mapNy = {NE1,…, NEj}.
Output: Test the corresponding matrix of multi map,
1.US = φ;
2.When NEi ∈ NEs, continue
3.Set the corresponding vector of NEi as ui
4.ui = EU(HE, NE)
5.US = US ∪ {ui}.

Map vectorization is realized by the vector of each block multi-frequency subgraph,

namely in the first end part of the above input and output for each feature sub-block

multi-frequency subgraph; then, at the reduced end, get Bag − list and Gra − list, finally

obtain all the sub-images of text information, and conduct vectorization of the trained

multi-map.

5 Experiment
Evaluate the performance of the MR-MGSSL algorithm by comparing it with the algo-

rithm baseline and the MGSSL+M algorithm, which is mainly based on the two indica-

tors of the mining time and the quantization time.

5.1 Evaluation of mining time

The following figure shows the mining times of the optimal feature subset on 40 multi-

datasets with label of MR-MGSSL, MGSSL+M, and baseline (Fig. 3).

By 40 multi-datasets with label DBLP , we can see that when the number of multi-

feature subset and the threshold are the same, the MR-MGSSL algorithm needs more

time than the algorithm baseline and MGSSL+M in the same conditions, the baseline

algorithm only needs to dig out the feature map, and MR-MGSSL algorithm not only

needs to dig out feature subgraph algorithm but also still need to dig out the character-

istic sub-map of Et. And the mining time increases with the increase of text

information.

5.2 Vectorization time performance evaluation

The following figure shows the vectorization times of the optimal feature subset on 40

multi-map dataset with label of MR-MGSSL, MGSSL+M, and baseline.
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It is clearly evident from Fig. 4 that vectorization time of the MR-MGSSL algorithm

is shorter than the other methods, t in the process it only needs the vectorization of

characteristic subgraph, so as to realize vectorization of the entire information text.

The other two methods also need to test the similarity of all the data in the text

information. In addition, when the characteristic subgraph mining out from text

information is more, the other two methods need a longer time to multi-map

vectorization. In general, the sensitivity of the other two methods of sub-images is

higher than that of the MR-MGSSL algorithm.

5.3 Algorithm application

The regional growth method and support vector machine method are selected as

references, and GF-1 and GF-2 remote sensing images are selected to perform cloud

detection experiments in the image. The experimental data are shown in Table 1, and

there are two aspects of visual effects and detection accuracy. The region growth

method and support vector machine method are compared with the method in this

Fig. 3 Mining times of the optimal feature subset on 40 multi-dataset with label of MR-MGSSL, MGSSL+M,
and baseline

Fig. 4 Vectorization times of the optimal feature subset on 40 multi-dataset with label of MR-MGSSL,
MGSSL+M, and baseline
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paper. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4. The red part in the figure is the

detected cloud area.

Figure 4 compares the experimental results of the region growing method, support

vector machine method, and the method in this paper. In the figure, the orange circle

is the missed cloud area, and the blue circle is the missed cloud area. It can be seen

that the visual effect of the method in this paper is the best. In the first picture (1601),

there is a small amount of thin cloud that missed detection in the support vector

machine method (Fig. 5). In the second (1602) image, there are a large number of thin

clouds that missed detections in the area growing algorithm. This proves that the

method proposed in this paper effectively improves the accuracy of cloud detection.

In the experiment, the actual cloud area was manually drawn. The accuracy of cloud

detection was evaluated using three indicators: accuracy, recall, and error. The

calculation formula is

PR ¼ TC
FA

ð12Þ

RR ¼ TC
TA

ð13Þ

ER ¼ TFþ FT
NA

ð14Þ

in which, PR is the precision rate, TC is the number of true cloud pixels that can be

accurately identified, FA is the total number of cloud pixels identified, RR is the recall

rate. TA is the number of true cloud pixels. ER is the error rate, TF is the number of

pixels that have been misjudged as non-cloud by true cloud, FT is the number of pixels

that have been misjudged by cloud as non-cloud, and NA is the total number of pixels.

The final results are shown in Table 2.

Table 1 Experimental data

Number of remote sensing image Satellite Image size Surface type Cloud type

1601 GF-1 2000 × 2000 Mountains and towns Sparse cloud

1602 GF-2 3000 × 3000 Farmland Sparse and dense clouds

Fig. 5 Comparison of cloud detection algorithm results in remote sensing images. a Original image. b
Region growth method. c SVM. d New method. e Real cloud
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Quantitative analysis of cloud detection results is in the figure with Table 2. The area

growth algorithm is affected by the selection of seeds and similar region determination

criteria, and it is easy to miss thin clouds at the edges, which leads to fewer accurately

identified true cloud pixels TC and fewer total cloud pixels FA, and the true cloud

accuracy rate is both above 90%, but the recall rate is low. The results of the support

vector machine method are affected by the selection and training of the samples.

Although the recall rate is improved compared to the area growth algorithm, the

overall error rate is higher. In the first picture, the accuracy rate of the area growth

method is as high as 99.22%, but the recall rate is only 49.92, because there are large

areas of cloud edge misses and thin cloud misses; the support vector machine method

has misjudged the house as cloud situation. The algorithm in this paper has obvious

superiority in recall rate and error rate. The recall rate is around 90%, the highest error

rate is 6.03%, and the lowest error rate is only 0.89%.

6 Conclusion
Based on the analysis of the existing problems of semi-supervised multi-map classifica-

tion the MR-MGSSL algorithm is proposed, the calculation steps of each factor in the

semi-supervised classification algorithm are determined and the evaluation system is

established. Based on the comparison of the proposed algorithm and other classification

methods on mining time and vectorization time, the proposed algorithm has a longer

mining time of the optimal feature subgraph and the time increases with the increase

of text information; on the other hand, the proposed algorithm has a shorter time of

the subgraph vectorization and has positive correlation relationship with the number of

the optimal feature subgraph and lower sensitivity to the number of sub-images. It af-

firmed the feasibility of MR-MGSSL algorithm in semi-supervised multi-map classifica-

tion, so as to reduce the cost of communication and improve the efficiency of the

algorithm.
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Table 2 Comparison of accuracy indicators of different cloud detection algorithms (%)

Number of remote sensing image Accuracy index Region growth method SVM MR-MGSSL

1601 (GF-1) PR 99.22 89.74 99.09

RR 49.92 72.71 91.13

ER 2.54 2.17 1.34

1602 (GF-2) PR 98.43 98.73 99.21

RR 53.37 80.62 89.54

ER 10.55 6.27 2.91
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